MAY EXPEL ARMENIANS.

Berlin Authorities Discuss Such Action in View of Murder of Turks.

By Wireless to THE NEW YORK TIMES.

BERLIN, April 19.—The expulsion of all Armenians from Germany is being seriously considered by the authorities in consequence of the recent political murder of two Young Turk leaders and the threatening letters which have been received by others. Berlin's Armenian colony numbers about 300.

The Berlin criminal police are beginning to have doubts whether the headquarters of the supposed Armenian murder society is in America, as they asserted yesterday. At any rate, according to the police, there are secret Armenian committees in Berlin, Paris, Geneva, Lausanne, Rome and other European cities which maintain intimate communication. These committees, it is said, are sworn to avenge the Armenian massacres, and in Berlin they made a beginning by killing Talaat Pasha.

The Turks killed yesterday were members of the Central Council of the notorious Committee of Union and Progress and were intrusted in 1916 by the Turkish Government with carrying out the Armenian deportations.